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DELTAPATENTS
WELCOMES YOU
Why DeltaPatents?
DeltaPatents is a patent attorney firm based in the
Netherlands with a passion for quality. We provide the
highest quality advice and service to public and private
companies at various stages of growth from start-up to
Fortune 500. All our patent specialists have a deep
technological knowledge and extensive industrial experience
at companies like Philips, NXP, ASML, AstraZeneca and Shell.
Through our education activities, we stay ahead in terms of
law changes, case law and procedural requirements.
We are proud to be a leading training organization for the
European Qualifying Examination (EQE). Our renowned
courses can be followed throughout Europe. We offer a
complete range of courses and high quality training material
for the EQE. The knowledge and experience gained during
more than a decade of EQE training provides a solid basis for
our comprehensive range of training courses in different
areas. We offer Continuing Education of Patent Attorneys
(e.g. patent law update course, a Unitary Patent course, and
various IP master classes).
For R&D (R&D managers, researchers, developers, inventors,
entrepreneurs, IP management, IP coordinators and techtransfer officers), we provide targeted IP tutorials, a Portfolio
and Strategy course, and several workshops.

“It was a pleasure to study with such a
skilled and nice instructor”
Our blogs keep you up-to-date on the EQE, Case law, Patent
procedures, Unitary Patent and Dutch IP News.

In 2006 we started training IP support staff, culminating in a
full training program preparing for the official Dutch
Formalities Officers exam. The training modules are now
offered throughout Europe.
Our training focuses on giving insight and understanding,
and ensuring that the acquired knowledge can be practically
applied. Unique for DeltaPatents is that we thoroughly train
and guide our tutors. For our tutors, training is a profession,
mastered by teamwork and frequent involvement in courses.
We take feedback of attendants seriously and act on it. For
us, quality and customer satisfaction are essential.

DeltaPatents’ personal touch
We believe in teaching and treating candidates with a
personal touch. You will be trained in small groups, giving
ample opportunity to discuss unclear issues in more detail
and get personal assistance.
Hospitality is important to us. For candidates staying in
Eindhoven for a couple of days, we always organize a social
event, such as a dinner or a trip to a local place of interest.
We welcome contact (e.g. via e-mail, telephone or video chat)
with our tutors to ask follow-up questions, to clarify course
materials or to report mistakes.
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EQE 2018 – MAIN EXAM
PAPER C EXAM TRAINING
6-DAY COURSE
Objective

Candidates who were successful in the Pre-Exam and
are preparing now for the next step, the Main Exam.
Three years of full-time experience in the relevant field
of patent creation and prosecution are recommended.
For sitting the EQE three years of full-time experience
is required.

Emphasis is given on arguing efficiently and scoring
full-marks for priority, added subject-matter, novelty
and inventive step.
The various issues will be practiced using short case
studies. One EQE C paper will be integrated into the 3day methodology training to illustrate and apply the
tactics to a real situation. Several options for recording
information, such as using a feature matrix, definition
matrix, effect matrix, claim-document matrix, line-ofattack matrix will be discussed.
The methodology training is followed by practicing
papers to internalise the methodology and increase
speed. From November until February, the students
have to prepare four EQE Papers C at home and hand in
their answers. The answers will be checked and
marked by the tutor and discussed with all students in
half-day sessions. After having discussed two exam
papers, the students will follow a special exam
training, where the tutor will lead them step-by-step
through an exam to improve the efficiency. All
documents will be read together and students will give
their solutions to parts of the exam.

Course Concept

Course schedule

During a 3-day methodology training in October a
detailed explanation will be given of the legal and
substantive parts of the EPC relevant for paper C.
Emphasis will be put on topics that regularly appear in
the exams or may be expected. The EPO Guidelines
and case law will be used to determine the best way of
performing the attacks.
The methodology includes detailed tactics for dealing
with the most common situations in the exam.

 3 full day sessions, introducing the methodology
 4 half day sessions, discussing homework/exam papers
 1 full day session, guided mock exam

The 3-day methodology course aims to give the
candidates an insight into how to scrutinize an
opposition paper of the European Qualifying
Examination. By the end of the course the candidates
will have learnt how to analyse a client’s letter and
efficiently extract and administrate information in the
patent in suit and in the prior art. Candidates will be
able to identify the important attacks and execute
those attacks in a structured manner with the aim of
scoring a sufficient number of marks in the available
time. Time management is an integral part of the
course.

Who should attend
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Topics included

Highlights of our course

The following topics are covered:

A unique set of A3-size flow-charts is handed out
illustrating an optimal sequence for checking the
various issues and providing sample sentences for use
in the Facts and Arguments.

 Legal background: priority, added subject-matter, claim
interpretation, state of the art, novelty and inventive step
 Time management: how to efficiently handle the various
documents , how to divide time between the various
elements of the C Exam Paper
 Analyzing the client’s letter, distilling the questions and
writing the response to the client’s letter (legal issues)
 Analyzing the patent to be opposed (claim interpretation,
claimed object, claim effects, definitions)
 Determining the effective dates of the claims in the patent
to be opposed
 Establishing the state-of-the-art, making a Time Line
(date display) and a Claim-Document matrix; recognizing
and dealing with European prior rights, publication
problems, priority problems, non-prejudicial disclosures,
etc.
 Added subject-matter attacks on the description and the
claims
 Identifying and performing novelty attacks based on
European prior rights under Art.54(3)
 Identifying for each claimed embodiment the relevant
sections of the Art.54(2) prior art documents and
performing the ‘must-have’ attack(s) under novelty or
inventive step
 Optionally, recording identified claim features and
recording the attack
 Finalizing the Notice of Opposition form and the Legal
Issues.

Paper C – Priority, same invention
Main flow

Where applicable, score some legal points by indicating:
• Annex 1 was filed on … (date) and claims priority from a first priority document …, filed on … (date)
and a second priority document …. filed on … (date). All claimed priority dates fall within 12 months
before the filing date of Annex 1, and the priorities are claimed from filings in states party to the
Paris Convention. The requirements of Art.87(1) appear to be met.
• Multiple priorities may be claimed even from different countries [Art.88(2)].
• Since all claims are so‐called “AND” claims, each claim is only entitled to a single effective date
being the date of the earliest priority document that unambiguously discloses all features of the
claim (the first application for the same invention) [Art.88(2), G2/98].
• Claim … is a so‐called “OR”claim. The two options in the claim are entitled to respective effective
dates of the earliest priority documents that unambiguously discloses all features of the claimed
option (the first application for the same invention) [Art.88(2), G2/98].

Priority claimed
from WTO?

A1 filed <
13-12-2007?

Y

Y

©

Same invention - tests
Cite T582/91: Combining isolated feature from dependent claim into the preceding
independent claim is allowed if there is clearly no close functional or structural relationship
between the isolated feature and the other f eatures of the dependent claim [or features of
other dependent claims on which this claim depends, e.g. claim 3(2)]. In the exam, if the
priority application states that the not-incorporat ed f eature was ‘essential’
structurally/functionally for the other f eatures, T582/91 not met.
Feature of dependent claim
incorporated in preceding claim?

This priority invalid

N

N

Annex with
same applicant?

Y

N

Y

Allowed
(T582/91)?

Feature
removed or
replaced?

For claims with loss of priority: indicate that the effective date is the
filing date {Art.87(1), Art.89 EPC]
Check dependent claims: same/further objection or loss overcome?

Allowed
(T331/87)?

Y

Entitled to priorit y

Y

N

Loss of priority

TEST 2
Cite: T194/84 (mut.mut) a genus is usually not
entitled to priorit y based on a specif ic disclosure

Y

Same invention - start
Describe the ‘new’ claims of Annex 1
or at least a key new feature of the claim

Loss of priorit y

Cite T331/87: Replacement/removal of a feature is not allowed because:
(1) the f eature was explained as essential in the disclosure, or
(2) the f eatures is indispensable for the function of the invention in the light of the
technical problem it serves to solve, or
(3) the replacement/removal of the feature requires real modification of other features to
compensate for the change
Examine in this sequence; particularly check if the priority application uses ‘essential’ or
similar wording for the removed feature.

Perform
‘same invention’ test

N
End

Entitled to priorit y

Y

N

TEST 3

Perform
‘first application’ test

N

Content of
priority known?

Y

N

A1 claim = genus of
original in priority?

‘New’: not as such
trivially disclosed in the
priority application

Y

A1 claim = species
of original in priority?

Describe the original embodiments or combination of
original embodiments in the priority document that come
close to the claimed embodiment

Y

Loss of priorit y
discuss: T61/85;T30/01

N
A1 claim is new
compared to
priority?

Indicate the difference: at least one key feature

Modified
novelty test

Loss of priorit y
Cite: T194/84

Cite T61/85, T30/01: a specific embodiment that is
neither explicitly nor implicitly disclosed is normally
not entitled to priority based on a generic disclosure

N

Y

Loss of priority

N

The subject-matt er of claim X is not
derivable directly and unambiguously
from the priority application [G2/98].
Claim X includes f eature Y. This
feature was not present in claim X of
the priority application, nor in the
parts of the description and drawings
that supported this claim, being
paragraphs … to … and Figs … of
Annex 1.

No loss of priority

Select and perform the right test

TEST 1

Novelty
test

A unique 10-step problem-solution approach has been
developed to ensure that the right closest prior art is
selected and combined with the right secondary
document. The approach avoids making incompatible
combinations and deals with teachings-away.
Paper C – Problem‐Solution Approach ©
Independent claim – sample sentence
“D1 is the closest prior art, since D1 also relates to the field of … [here field], see …
[here location in D1; if field of D1 is not literally the same e.g. broader,
neighbouring, or closely related) state so and argue that it is relevant]. Moreover,
D1 has many features in common with the claim as will be described in more
detail below. Finally, D1 is also related to the purpose/effect of the claim, which is
… [give the purpose/effect of the claim], see [here location in D1] and requires
only few structural/functional modifications [only if this is if relevant”.
Independent claim – test
1A: Determine field = main object of the claim; typically
claim ‘title’ (opt. + main construction, main material);
start relatively broad. Find documents in the field = close
1B: Determine closest embodiment (D1) in selected
documents. Preferred sequence:
• Related to same problem/effect/use/ purpose
• Features: similar in construction = few structural or
functional changes required to change the closest prior
art embodiment into the claimed embodiment;
optionally: many features in common
1C: check that D1 has no teaching away for claim feature
Consider defining field more narrowly
Independent claim: discuss in a normal novelty‐style
reasoning: the full working closest embodiment in D1, in
the wording of D1 and the anticipated claim features
Dependent claim: “3.2 D1 discloses the features already
indicated under item … above. If D1 has more for this
claim: “D1 further discloses …”
Indicate the features missing from the closest prior art:
“D1 does not disclose …”
• Mention all missing features, also the implied features
E.g. ‘welding portions around the indexing hole’ =
indexing hole + welding around
• If D1does have something relevant (e.g. same
or part of the effect): indicate so, e.g. “D1 does not
disclose heating through hot air but discloses heating
using a heating wire”
• Indicate it if unknown what D1 has (e.g. prior use)

Dependent claim ‐ sample sentence
“Claim 3 depends on claim 2, the subject‐matter of which is not inventive in
view of Annex X and Annex Y (see attack 2.1 above).”
(Check and) Discuss why Annex X is the closest prior art, e.g.
“3.1 Annex X is the closest prior art for the same reasons as indicated
under 2.1 above”.
If possible indicate a further reason why Annex X is even better closest prior
art for this claim:
“3.1 In addition to the reasons indicated under 2.1, Annex X further
discloses … (feature/effect/purpose in Annex X). In view of this Annex X is
used as the closest prior art.”

Step 6, 7, 8, or 10: Missing feature/effect – if you cannot find it:
• Check Annex 1: defined there as ‘obvious’?
• Check ‘unusable’ documents [Art.54(3), too late]: well‐known?
• On list of Guidelines C‐IV Annex?
• “filling the gap“, well‐known equivalent
• new use of a well‐known material employing the known propertiesof that material
• “analogous substitution“, "analogous use”
• choice of particular dimensions or other parameters from a limited range of possibilities arrived at
by routine trial and error or normal design procedure
• simple extrapolation in a straightforward way from the known art
• selecting particular compounds from a broad field with no advantageous or unexpected properties

10. Argue the remaining
modification, if any

1. Select the closest prior art D1

9. Describe the combination of
D1 and D2

2. Describe the features of D1

The steps of the
Problem-Solution
Approach

3. Describe the distinguishing
feature(s)

8. Describe why that solution
would be used

A
7. Describe the solution given in
D2

4. Describe the effect(s) of the
distinguishing feature(s)

Determine the effect of the distinguishing feature(s) as is
derivable (explicitly or implicitly) from Annex 1.
First try the specific effect/advantage mentioned in the
paragraph corresponding to the claim, else try the more
general effect/advantage of A1
Three options for the effect as derivable from Annex 1.
• Non‐technical effect, e.g. Annex 1 indicates
commercial reasons and no technical advantage of
using the distinguishing feature.
• Technical and indicated in Annex 1
• Clearly/likely technical but not easily derivable from
Annex 1 or not functionally related to the main
invention.
Choose an effect that is similar/the same in both Annex 1
and D2, if you can find such a similar effect. Cite where
you found the effect in Annex 1
Partial problems:
At least two distinguishing features to be taken out of separate additional
prior art, where Annex 1 discloses no synergistic effect of the features:
“2.3 In addition to the distinguishing feature A, described under item 1.3
above, claim 2 differs further from D1 in feature B ….”.
“2.4 An effect of B is … (see Annex 1 …). This effect is not synergistic with
the effect … of A, which is described above under item 1.4. Two
independent partial problems may thus be defined and can be solved
separately using separate combinations of prior art [GL C‐IV 11.5]”.

5. Describe the objective
technical problem

6. Describe why D2 would be
read

Selecting the attack-style
Technical ?

Probem-sol ution approach – short versi on
T641/00: not inventive: no techni cal solution for a technical
problem; end of problem-soluti on approach

N

Y
Effect
derivable from
Annex 1?
N
Mere juxtaposition attack

Y

Al l effects
al ready
achieved by
closest prior
art?

N

Y

Problem-sol ution approach – normal full version
• How to provide … (object of closest prior ar t, incl. fi eld)
wi th …(effect), or
• How to achieve …
Problem-solution approach – ‘alternative’ full version
• How to provide an al ternative way of achievi ng … (effect)
i n … (object of closest prior art, incl. field)

Frequently not required to be discussed.
Is required if you did not fully obtain an
anticipating embodiment and the skilled
persons needs to perform a small workshop
modification or perform some routine
experiments.
Under step 7, you took the ‘entire solution’ of
D2; indicate what this would give in
combination with D1. If this combination is
highly undesirable or no skilled person would
ever attempt this: D1 and D2 are incompatible.
Check the figures to see if embodiments are
compatible, check whether effects of D1 can
still be achieved by combination. If
compatibility is an issue, provide an argument
why the teachings are compatible (frequently
trivial, so you do not need to argue)
You must give arguments why embodiments
would be combined. Documents usually
contain the “reasons” for a combination or
even an explicit reference. Strong argument:
the solution of D2 solves the indicated
problem: the desired effect is mentioned
in/derivable from D2 (provide proof!). Indicate
the effect described in/derivable from D2.
You need to discuss the claim features
disclosed in D2. This is the normal novelty‐style
reasoning:
• the full working solution in D2, in the
wording of D2
• the claim features anticipated by this

Six main options (option 5 is the normal option):
1. New D2 embodiment = previous 2nd embodiment; no need to
explain why you read D2 again.
Special: the additional feature is already incorporated in a
previous attack; explain that you already took the additional
feature under the previous attack
2. D2 is 2nd embodiment in D1. If there is an as sociation between
the closest embodiment and the 2nd embodiment (e.g. both solve
the same problem): prove the association.
3. D2 represents common general knowledge: indicate why and
mention the field; e.g. D2 is a “handbook” or a passage stating “it
has been known for decades that …“
4. D2 embodiment lies in a document to which D1 or a previously
used D2 has a link by a clear reference: prove the link
5. D2 embodiment is known from a normal publication: prove that
D2 lies in the field where the skilled person would look for a
solution: indicate the ‘field’.
If this is not exactly the field of D1, argue why you change the
field (e.g. a module suitable for the system of D1).
6. D2 embodiment is known from a special ‘publication’, such as
prior use, letter, oral disclosure: ignore the reason for ‘reading’ it
Option 7: you can’t find a suitable D2–check block ‘m issing feature’

A unique goal oriented searching method has been
developed to ensure that the candidate analyzes the
documents efficiently, identifies the ‘must-have’
attacks fast and immediately drafts the attacks without
being side-tracked. The newly developed search
method avoids having to record excessive amounts of
information in matrices or work sheets.

Training Material
Except from the abovementioned flow-charts, a
comprehensive set of high quality, up-to-date training
materials will be provided including:
 Over 500 overhead sheets introducing
and explaining how to tackle the C exam

 A book entitled “Methodology for Paper
C”, over 300 pages, including over 60
figures, 16 flow-charts, 6 A3 flow-charts,
and several matrix templates
 The six papers that will be practiced and
an analysis/model solution. The
analysis/model solution also
demonstrates how the goal oriented
searching method and the tactics have
been applied for the specific paper.

The copyrighted course material is provided for the
personal use of the participants, who are asked not to
make reproductions without permission.
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Course Language

Cancellation policy

All material will be in English. Tuition will also be in
English (or Dutch, if there are no foreign candidates
participating).

Please check our website (www.deltapatents.com) for
our cancellation policy.

Attendance Limited to 20
A maximum of approximately 20 students can take part
in the course. This limitation will give the tutor the
opportunity to discuss unclear issues in more detail
and provide personal assistance during the practicing
of the cases and the paper, and provide personal
feedback on their homework.

Certificate
A candidate will receive a certificate after attending at
least 6 out of the 8 sessions and handing in homework
of all 4 C papers.

Course Dates, Time and Location
The introductory sessions will be in October, followed
by 4 half day discussion-sessions and the guided mock
exam session in the period November – February.
Most of the discussion sessions of the C and D exam
papers will be combined on one day.
Course time: 9.30 – 17.00 hrs. (full day) and 13.15 –
17.00 hrs. (half day).
Course locations will be Utrecht (Lunetten) and/or
Eindhoven.

Registration and invoicing
The invoice will be send immediately after registration.
Please note:
 Up to 2 months before the start of the training course
an early-bird-discount will be given.
 From 2 months up to the start of the course, the full
price without discount will be charged.

Registration procedure
The price for the Main Exam Paper C training is
€ 4.060 (excluding VAT and a registration fee of € 125).
Prices include tuition, course materials, refreshments
and lunch (at full day sessions).
For a company booking of several candidates at the
same time, only one registration fee of € 125 will be
charged.
Please register before 15 April 2017. To register you
can use the online form on our website or the form in
this brochure.

Overview full EQE training
This module is part of the second year preparation Main EQE.
The full program for Dutch patent attorneys is shown here:
1st year preparation Pre-Exam:
 Pre-Exam Integrated (13-day), price € 5.580
 Early bird discount: € 150
2nd year preparation Main Exam:
 D-Legal (8-day), price € 4.585
 Exam Training Paper AB (5,5-day), price € 3.950
 Exam Training Paper C (6-day), price € 4.060
 Exam Training Paper D (4,5-day), price € 3.535
 Early bird discount: € 440
Registration fee
 A registration fee of € 125 is charged for each booking.
 For a company booking of several candidates at the same
time, only one registration fee of € 125 will be charged.

Training institute
The course is offered by EIPEF (European Intellectual
Property Education Foundation), the former "Stichting
Opleiding Europees Octrooigemachtigde". The
Foundation decides on the program and price-setting
of the courses. DeltaPatents provides the contents of
the course, the course material and the organization.
Looking at the passing-rates over the last few years
shows that the results of the EQE from the Foundation
and/or DeltaPatents were among the highest in
Europe.
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“VERY EFFICIENT
METHODOLOGY,
WELL STRUCTURED,
EASY TO FOLLOW,
STEP TO STEP,
SYSTEMATIC.”
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Jelle Hoekstra

Sander van Rijnswou

Nico Cordes

Joeri Beetz

DeltaPatents

DeltaPatents

DeltaPatents

CNH Belgium

Meet the Tutors
The training will be given by Jelle Hoekstra and/or
Sander van Rijnswou and/or Nico Cordes and/or Joeri
Beetz.
 Jelle Hoekstra is founding partner of DeltaPatents, and an
experienced tutor. He is author of the book “Methodology
for Paper C” and contributor to the DeltaPatents’ books
“Main Exam Questions for Paper D” and “Basic Legal
Questions”.
He is also the author of the book “References to the
European Patent Convention” (www.hoekstradoc.nl).
 Sander van Rijnswou is an experienced tutor and
associate partner at DeltaPatents.
 Nico Cordes is an experienced tutor and senior European
patent attorney at DeltaPatents.
 Joeri Beetz is an experienced tutor and European patent
attorney at CNH (Belgium).

Contact
For more information please visit the DeltaPatents website (www.deltapatents.com) or
contact Mieke Zonjee at DeltaPatents (training@deltapatents.com).
Mieke Zonjee
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REGISTRATION FORM
You may register by fax + 31 40 2366708 mail DeltaPatents B.V., Fellenoord 370, 5611 ZL Eindhoven, the Netherlands
website www.deltapatents.com e-mail training@deltapatents.com

name
company
address
billing-address
tel. no.

billing tel.no.

e-mail address

billing e-mail address

purchase order
VAT number
A registration fee of € 125 is charged for each booking. If more than one course is booked at the same time, or with a company booking,
only one registration fee will be charged. All prices are exclusive of 21% VAT.
Pre-Exam

 13-day Pre-Exam Integrated

Training

 NO

Main Exam

 Exam Training Paper A and B

Training

 NO

Exam year:

Exam year:

Paper A and B
Main Exam

 Exam Training Paper C

Training

 NO

Exam year:

Paper C
Main Exam

 D-Legal

Training

 Exam Training Paper D

Paper D

 NO

Exam year:

Cancellation policy: please check our website of our cancellation policy.

DeltaPatents - Fellenoord 370, NL-5611 ZL Eindhoven phone +31 40 7876030 fax +31 40 2366708 e-mail training@deltapatents.com

